Putting the Pieces Together
The ABCs of Autism

A pre-professional workshop for MC teacher candidates and area educators committed to learning more about children with autism

Featuring:
- Keynote: Autism 101
- How to create social stories for children with autism
- Inside the families panel discussion

Manchester College
Education Department

For more information, contact
Bonnie Shipman: 260-982-5261
bcshipman@manchester.edu

Specifically for Manchester Education students, the workshop contributes to the understanding of the following CARE Objectives:
- R1 Demonstrates sensitivity for diversity
- R3 Values lifelong learning and professional development
- E1 Differentiates learning opportunities
- E7 Engages in research and reflection on best practices

Manchester College Education Department

Wednesday, October 27
8:30 a.m. to 11:50 a.m.
upper College Union
Schedule of Events

Elementary Majors  8:30-9:45  Molly Lang, speaker

Autism 101
Lahman Room, upper College Union

9:45-10:00  Break
Lobby

10:00-10:50  Kylee Bassett, speaker/facilitator
Creating Social Stories for Elementary Students
Hoff Room, upper College Union

11:00-11:50  Family Panel Q & A
Inside the Families of Autism
Speicher Room, upper College Union

Secondary Majors  8:30-9:45  Molly Lang, speaker

Autism 101
Lahman Room, upper College Union

9:45-10:00  Break
Lobby

10:00-10:50  Family Panel Q & A
Inside the Families of Autism
Speicher Room, upper College Union

11:00-11:50  Kylee Bassett, speaker/facilitator
Creating Social Stories for Secondary Students
Hoff Room, upper College Union